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ABSTRACT

The 3D rRNA modification maps database is the first
general resource of information about the locations
of modified nucleotides within the 3D structure
of the full ribosome, with mRNA and tRNAs in the A-,
P- and E-sites. The database supports analyses for
several model organisms, including higher eukar-
yotes, and enables users to construct 3D maps for
other organisms. Data are provided for human and
plant (Arabidopsis) ribosomes, and for other repre-
sentative organisms from eubacteria, archaea and
eukarya. Additionally, the database integrates infor-
mation about positions of modifications within
rRNA sequences and secondary structures, as well
as links to other databases and resources about
modifications and their biosynthesis. Displaying
positions of modified nucleotides is fully man-
ageable. Views of each modified nucleotide are
controlled by individual buttons and buttons
also control the visibility of different ribosomal
molecular components. A section called ‘Paint
Your Own’ enables the user to create a 3D
modification map for rRNA from any organism
where sites of modification are known. This section
also provides capabilities for visualizing nucleotides
of interest in rRNA or tRNA, as well as particular
amino acids in ribosomal proteins. The database
can be accessed at http://people.biochem.umass.
edu/fournierlab/3dmodmap/

INTRODUCTION

Post-transcriptionally altered nucleotides are common
in ribosomal RNA (rRNA) in all organisms; however,
prokaryotes and eukaryotes differ significantly in the
numbers and types of these modifications (1–6). For
example, the rRNA of Escherichia coli contains a total of
35 modifications. Most (69%) are methylated, with CH3

groups added to heterocyclic bases (mN; 60%), and in
a few cases to the ribose moiety (Nm; 9%). Another

subset is comprised of uridines converted to pseudour-
idines (�; 31%) (2,7). In eukaryotes the number of
modifications in rRNA is significantly higher, with over
100 in yeast and more than 200 in vertebrates (3,6). The
most abundant modifications in eukaryotic rRNAs are
pseudouridines and ribose methylations, which typically
account for �95% of the alterations. Less numerous are
nucleotides with a base methylation(s).

Many protein and RNA factors that participate in
rRNA modification have been defined and many remain
to be identified (6,8–10). Thus, far eubacteria appear to
use protein-only enzymes to catalyse the various mod-
ifications. However, while eukaryotes and archaea also
have such enzymes, most 20-O-methylations and pseudo-
uridines are created (respectively) by C/D and H/ACA
families of small ribonucleoprotein complexes. The RNP
complexes in each family consist of one unique, site-
specific guide RNA and a small set of family-specific
proteins (3 or 4). The guide RNA component identifies the
nucleotide to be modified based on complementarity
between the guide element(s) in the small RNA and the
rRNA substrate (11–14).

The discovery that Saccharomyces cerevisiae C/D and
H/ACA small nucleolar RNAs (snoRNAs) guide Nm
and � formation in rRNA (15–17) opened the way for
identifying nearly all of the modifying snoRNPs and sites
of Nm and � in the first eukaryotic organism. Knowledge
about the components of the yeast C/D and H/ACA
snoRNPs spawned novel computational and experi-
mental approaches for discovering guide snoRNAs and
archaeal homologs (sRNAs) in many organisms (18–30).
Exploiting the complementarities between the guide
sequence(s) and rRNA by computational approaches
has identified both novel guide RNAs and sites of
modification (including non-rRNA substrates). Indeed,
databases for plant snoRNAs and human snoRNAs (and
the functionally related scaRNAs) contain large amounts
of data about predicted and confirmed snoRNAs and
potential targets (9,10). Knowledge about snoRNAs from
other species is also developing quickly (31–37). Thus,
often the number and positions of many rRNA modifica-
tions can be predicted for several organisms before they
have been established experimentally.
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Little is yet known about the significance of the
modifications in ribosomal RNA, although targeted
depletion studies have shown impaired behavior in a
few cases (e.g. (38,39)). Strikingly, modeling of modifica-
tion data of E. coli, archaea and S. cerevisiae into
ribosome crystal structures revealed that many are
concentrated in functionally important regions, for
example, the peptidyl transferase center (PTC) in the
large subunit (LSU), the decoding center in the small
subunit (SSU) and on interacting surfaces of the two
subunits (40–42). Although atomic-resolution structures
of ribosomes from higher eukaryotes are not yet available,
3D modification maps can be developed from such
organisms, by modeling modification data onto high-
resolution structures that do exist. The merit of this
approach is supported by the very highly conserved
structure of the ribosome and its functions (43–46).
While we eagerly await the availability of 3D maps that
have been experimentally derived, development of
deduced maps of the type described here will allow
structure and function studies of modification effects to
proceed at a high level.

DATABASE CONTENT

The 3D rRNA modification maps database builds on
a database established by us for S. cerevisiae snoRNAs
and rRNA modifications, which pioneered the deduced
mapping approach used in the present study. The new
database features nucleotide modification data for several
major model organisms and new tools for creating and
analysing fully manageable 3D modification maps for
rRNA from these and other sources. The tools provide full
models of the ribosome at 2.8 and 5.5 Å resolutions, with
both subunits, and mRNA and tRNAs in the A-, P- and
E-sites. A specialized interface exists for controlling the
visibility of the modified nucleotides and the different
molecular components of the ribosome. The database
supports analyses for several representative organisms
from the three kingdoms, i.e. the eubacteria (E. coli,
Thermus thermophilus), archaea (Haloarcula marismortui)
and eukarya (human, Arabidopsis, S. cerevisiae). A section
called ‘Paint Your Own’ enables users to construct 3D
modification maps for other organisms of interest. The
new database also allows visualization of nucleotides of
interest in rRNA or tRNA, and particular amino acids
in ribosomal proteins.

Ribosomal modifications of representative species
are also displayed within the rRNA sequences and
on rRNA secondary (2D) structure maps. Details
about guide RNAs, core RNP proteins and proteins
known or predicted to mediate modification are also
provided. The database is heavily linked to many other
web resources, including yeast, plant and human snoRNA
databases (6,9,10), the RNA modification database (2),
Modomics—a database of RNA modification pathways
(8), SGD—the Saccharomyces genome database (47)
and EcoCyc—a comprehensive genome database for
E. coli (48).

DATABASE ORGANIZATION, INTERFACE
AND ACCESS

The 3D rRNA modification maps database is accessible
on the World Wide Web at http://people.biochem.umass.
edu/fournierlab/3dmodmap/. It is designed to facilitate
3D visualization of rRNA sites modified in many different
organisms, and to provide quick access to detailed
information available about these modifications. For the
sake of consistency with human and plant analyses, we
have adopted rRNA sequences and nucleotide numbering
systems used in the human and plant snoRNA data-
bases (http://www-snorna.biotoul.fr/, http://bioinf.scri.
sari.ac.uk/cgi-bin/plant_snorna/home).

Displaying modifications

The centerpiece of the database is the section called ‘Mod
sites in 3D’; however, three other sections ‘Mods in Seq.’,
‘Mods in 2D Str.’ and ‘Equiv. Sites’ are essential
supplements since they determine the position of the
modified nucleotides in the 3D structures. A short
description of each section follows:

(i) ‘Mods in Seq.’ provides sequences of ribosomal
RNAs with the sites of modification highlighted.
If a known or predicted protein or snoRNA is
assigned a role in the formation of the modification,
this information is also indicated and the user is
referred to other pertinent web resources. For
example, C967 in the 16S rRNA of E. coli is
methylated to m5C by the methyltransferase RsmB.
The C967 link leads to entries for the RsmB protein
in two other databases: Modomics and EcoCyc, as
well as literature citations in PubMed (Figure 1).
The same approach is used for modifications guided
by human and plant snoRNAs. In these cases, links
direct the user to appropriate entries for the
corresponding snoRNAs in the human snoRNA
database (snoRNA-LBME-db (9)) and plant
snoRNA database (10). For S. cerevisiae, the user
has direct access to appropriate pages in a separate
database for yeast snoRNAs (6), which provides
further details about the respective guide snoRNAs.

(ii) ‘Mods in 2D Str.’ Here, modifications are displayed
for selected organisms on rRNA secondary struc-
ture diagrams. As noted above, the 2D structures
annotated with modification sites for human and
plant rRNAs were prepared using the same rRNAs
that appear in the human and plant snoRNA
databases.

(iii) ‘Mod sites in 3D’ provides the user with tools for
displaying fully manageable 3D ribosomal modifica-
tion maps. Because the interface is based on Jmol
(49), only a JAVA-capable browser is needed. Pages
designed for highlighting the positions of modifica-
tions in three dimensions contain a window with
a loaded ribosome structure on the right and
controls on the left. We feature two models of the
T. thermophilus 70S ribosome resolved at 2.8 and
5.5 Å resolution; both contain tRNAs at the A-, P-
and E-sites, and a fragment of mRNA (45,50).
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The 2.8 Å structure provides greater detail; however,
only a fragment of the anticodon stem–loop of the
tRNA bound at the A site is visible due to disorder.

A specialized interface on the left controls the inter-
active views of the ribosome model. A panel of buttons
makes convenient manipulations that control, for exam-
ple, the degree of zoom, whether the model constantly
spins, and the visibility of different ribosomal components
such as the tRNAs, ribosomal proteins or a relevant

subunit. Buttons for highlighting 5S rRNA in the central
protuberance of the LSU and helix 44 on the intersubunit
surface of the SSU, facilitate viewer orientation of the
ribosome structure. Also featured on the left is a series of
toggle buttons corresponding to each individual modified
nucleotide, enabling highlighting of desired positions only,
for example, those in the PTC (Figure 1). The buttons are
numbered by position in the rRNA of the particular
organism. Thus, the user need only have knowledge of the
rRNA sequence of a particular organism, in order to

Figure 1. The positions of the modified nucleotides in the rRNA of several well-studied organisms can be visualized in linear, secondary structure
and 3D structure formats. The menu bar (top) shows the sections of the database, and portions of the associated links are illustrated in exploded
views. The examples shown are for modifications concentrated around the A site and PTC regions of E. coli and human (middle left; upper, view of
the A site and PTC, lower, view of the PTC toward the exit tunnel). The 3D arrangements of the modified nucleotides in E. coli and human rRNAs
are displayed using bioinformatics tools (middle right) available in a section named ‘Mod sites in 3D’. An interactive interface is provided for
controlling the views of the ribosome model (both subunits, and the A-, P- and E-site tRNAs, and mRNA) and for selecting modifications, as
follows: ‘pseudouridines’ (red), ‘20-O-methylations’ (green) and ‘base methylations’ (orange). The web service is heavily linked to material in other
databases and web resources, for example, snoRNA databases for human, yeast and plants, Modomics (a database of RNA modification pathways),
EcoCyc (a comprehensive genome database for E. coli) and PubMed.
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display the deduced positions of modified nucleotides in
3D. Tables provided in the next section list deduced
positions in E. coli rRNAs for modifications of the
representative organisms featured. In a few cases, mod-
ification positions cannot yet be displayed because of
disorder in the relevant regions of the ribosome or lack of
corresponding domains in prokaryotic rRNA. These
positions are also identified.

(iv) ‘Equiv. Sites’. All mapped modifications in the
representative organisms are listed in this section.
In addition, rRNA positions proposed to be
modified on the basis of a guide element found in
a predicted snoRNA are also noted. Importantly,
for each of these modifications we list equivalent
and near-equivalent nucleotide in E. coli and
H. marismortui rRNAs, as deduced by us. We also
indicate whether modifications are present in corres-
ponding positions in these organisms, as well as in
yeast and human rRNAs.

Accuracy and completeness of the database

Putative snoRNAs with sequences complementary to
rRNA may not actually be involved in guiding modifica-
tion. This situation is especially relevant to plant and
human snoRNAs where candidates are quite numerous.
Since the modification status of each nucleotide in plant
and human ribosomal RNAs is not yet known conclu-
sively we have only indicated in the rRNA sequences and
2D structure diagrams modifications that are documented
and those that are strongly predicted but not confirmed.
The latter decision was based on two factors: assignment
of a potential guide snoRNA to a position in rRNA, and
the existence of the same modification in the same position
in the rRNA of another eukaryote(s).

Predicted modifications are not marked if only a
potential guide snoRNA gene has been assigned. For
example, 14 putative guide snoRNAs have been identified
in humans for which no modification data yet exist.
However, modifications have been confirmed in
S. cerevisiae for three of the predicted human sites and
on this basis we have highlighted the corresponding
positions in human rRNA. Such modifications are
distinguished in the 2D rRNA diagrams by gray high-
lighting in contrast to verified modifications, which are
indicated in black. Gray highlighting is also used to
indicate modifications that are not conclusively mapped to
the resolution of a specific nucleotide. This last category
includes 6 � and 4 Nm modifications in human rRNA.
In the literature these modifications were assigned to two
different nucleotides, but we have assigned them to specific
positions in the RNA sequences and 2D diagrams on the
basis of the predicted pairings with the guide elements
of the assigned snoRNAs proposed; in four cases the
assignment is strengthened by the presence of the same
modification in the same corresponding position in yeast.
These details are noted in footnotes for the tables in the
‘Equiv. Sites’ section. The pages displaying the 3D
modification maps in the ‘Mod sites in 3D’ section have
toggle controls for highlighting the complete inventory of

modifications that are: Confirmed, Not Confirmed—but
supported by modification data for another organism(s)
and Proposed.

PAINT YOUR OWN

While our database is designed for visualizing modified
ribosomal nucleotides of human, Arabidopsis, S. cerevi-
siae, H. marismortui, E. coli and T. thermophilus, it is not
limited to 3D modification maps for these organisms.
The user can also ‘paint’ or specifically highlight positions
of modifications (or other sites) in rRNAs of other species
as well, as permitted by the sequence and modification
data available. A section ‘Paint Your Own’ shows users
how to create their own 3D modification map using the
Jmol console (Figure 2). We lead the user to pages with
codes of ribosomal molecules for both 70S models, and
describe how to display desired portions of the ribosome
in various formats using the appropriate commands.
One example of a potential application is construction

of a 3D map as follows for a specific region of rRNA in
the archaeon Pyrococcus abyssi. In this species, some
46 genes encoding putative guide small RNAs (sRNAs)
have been identified and confirmed to be expressed; these
sRNAs contain box C- and D-like sequences and guide
elements predicted to target methylation to rRNA (51).
For another archaeon, Pyrococcus furiosus, two sRNAs
were shown to guide methylation in vivo to the expected
sites in a eukaryotic rRNA (52). Three of the predicted
guide sRNAs from P. abyssi (sR1, sR4 and sR29) are
proposed to guide five methylations within the GTPase
center of the LSU (G1200, C1216, C1233, C1238 and
C1240). To display the positions of these predicted
methylations in a 3D model of the ribosome, equivalent
nucleotides should first be identified on a secondary
structure rRNA map of E. coli. This numbering system is
used for the T. thermophilus rRNA in the 70S crystal
models and the E. coli equivalents for the five P. abyssi
nucleotides in 23S rRNA are readily deduced (G1059,
C1075, C1092, U1097 and C1100). These positions are not
visible in the 2.8 Å ribosome model due to disorder in that
part of the structure; however, they can be displayed in the
70S model at 5.5 Å. Only a few commands are needed in
an easily accessed Jmol console to visualize the positions
of interest (Figure 2).
From a tutorial delineating the 3D mapping process in

greater detail, we direct users to specific pages in the
Protein Data Bank (PDB; www.pdb.org) for information
about designations of ribosomal molecules (proteins,
rRNAs, tRNAs, mRNA) and disordered portions in
both ribosome models employed in the database. With
these details and our guide, a user may visualize any
nucleotides of interest in rRNA, as well as particular
amino acids in ribosomal proteins being considered.
Examples of applications where these capabilities could
be valuable include designing mutagenesis experiments
and evaluating cross-linking and genetic suppressor data.
A separate subsection called ‘tRNA Nt Selector’ facilitates
3D visualization of tRNA nucleotides, for example
modified nucleotides within ribosome-bound tRNAs.
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